From a very young age, Justin has enjoyed working with his hands building all kinds of things like sheds and treehouses. With his strong mechanical aptitude, it is not surprising that Justin became a Class A machinist soon after high school. Then it was on to receiving associate degrees in both Construction and Machine Design which in turn led to earning a Mechanical Engineering degree from MSOE (Milwaukee School of Engineering).

When Justin interviewed for an engineering position at MFC almost four years ago, he was told: you can make this job and position what you want it to be. Given Justin’s background and strong desire to learn, this was an opportunity and challenge that he could not resist.

When asked about his position at MFC, Justin replied: “My title would not fit on a business card.” This is true and speaks to the fact that Justin wears many different hats at MFC. His duties include Purchasing, Quality Control, Order Processing and Product Design as well as Safety procedures and improvements.

Justin has proven to be a great fit at MFC. He enjoys the diversity of his position which has resulted in many accomplishments in many areas. Chief among his contributions is the successful installation of the robotic cell along with the new designs of adjustable paving and barrier forms.

Away from his many duties at MFC, Justin enjoys working in his garage workshop building furniture and décor for his wife and family. His most recent project was restoring an old factory cart that was headed for the dumpster at MFC.